On Apr 17, 2016, at 3:06 PM, Michelle Finchbaugh <finchba@umbc.edu> wrote:

Hi Charles,

UMBC recently implemented a digital repository, ScholarWorks@UMBC, here: https://mduoar.org/handle/11003/14. We're trying to add more publications so that ScholarWorks better showcases what we do at UMBC. I'm wondering if you'd be willing to include your journal article "Engineering a Simplified 0-Bit Consistent Weighted Sampling" in ScholarWorks@UMBC? Adding the article to ScholarWorks@UMBC will extend access to it beyond ACM subscribers to the world via Google Scholar, increasing citations and impact.

ACM allows the submitted version (before peer review) to be placed in institutional repositories, so if you're willing, please send me that version and I'll add it. Please do not send publisher's proofs.
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